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Abstract
The east verging Keystone thrust fault in the southern Spring Mountains west of
Goodsprings, Nevada, is mapped with a sharp bend in its trace near Keystone Wash. This bend
was previously explained in the context of out-of-sequence thrusting and a salient-recess
relationship along the thrust system; a simple redirection of the Keystone thrust to a north
verging thrust. Recent geochronological studies indicate that the east verging Keystone thrust to
the north of Keystone Wash formed between 83-103Ma. Approximately 5 kilometers to the east
a north verging branch of the fault system overlies rocks as young as 99Ma. At the location of
the bend is a dextral strike slip fault system; the Ironside fault zone.
This study combines these published data with remapping and structural analysis of the
bend to conclude that the ~EW trending, north verging branch of the “Keystone thrust” is a
distinct, younger structure, referred to here as the Key-Monster thrust. The Key-Monster system
is interpreted as a complication, possibly reactivation, of older thrusts during a change in
regional kinematics from ~EW contraction to ~NS contraction. The Ironside fault zone
interpreted as a scissoring accommodation zone for the Keystone thrust bend.
The Keystone east of the Ironside fault zone is reinterpreted here as a distinct, younger N
directed thrust, the Key-Monster.
The Green Monster thrust complex, to the west of the Keystone system, is truncated on
west and east ends. The western extension of the Green Monster thrust is truncated by the
Neogene Stateline Fault and the Green Monster thrust may be the remnants of a longer thrust
now displaced by that fault. Restoration of the State Line fault lines up the Green Monster with
the Nopah-Gerstley thrust in California suggesting a possible relationship. Previous to this
v

interpretation the thrust complex at Goodsprings was considered an out-of-sequence thrust
complex.
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Introduction
The Goodsprings district is located in the southern Spring Mountains in southern Nevada;
along the California and Nevada state line. The Spring Mountains are near the southern limit of a
broader thrust front that extends as far north as northern Canada and south into California (Fig.
1).

Figure 1. Map of the extent of the Sevier Thrust Belt and the location of the study region at
Goodsprings, Nevada. Adapted from DeCelles (2004)

1

In much of the thrust belt the thrusts follow continuous, relatively linear traces. At
Goodsprings the thrust front is more complicated. Here the thrust front makes a 45° to 90° bend
in strike and structures show variable evidence of overprinting ranging from folded thrusts to
cross-cutting faults (Carr, 1983; Pavlis et al., 2014). The origin of this along strike change is
uncertain. Carr (1983) considered the bend as a large-scale recess in the thrust front, formed
during a single progressive deformation. In contrast, Pavlis et al. (2014) suggested this pattern
was somehow related to overprinting of a younger NE directed thrust system on an originally
~NS striking thrust system (Fig. 2).

2

Figure 2. Regional map of the Spring Mountains, Nevada with major faults and geologic
formations. Adapted from Carr (1983)
This study addresses a structurally complex region west of Goodsprings (Fig. 3). It is
here that structural features merge and allow determination of the sequence of events, range of
influence of events and possible reconstruction of the tectonic history. The main structures are

3

the Sub Green Monster thrust, Green Monster thrust, Keystone thrust, Ironside fault zone and
newly termed Key-Monster thrust (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Map illustrating the main region of study. Only major structures are highlighted. Red
lines are thrust faults, green lines strike-slip faults. Red rectangles indicate main study area and
Lavinia Wash. Adapted from Carr and Pinkston, 1987.
4

This study evaluates four hypotheses: 1) That the Keystone Thrust east of the Ironside
fault zone is genetically related to and influenced by the (Sub) Green Monster Thrust, 2) that the
thrust faults at Goodsprings formed out-of-sequence as understood in the northern Spring
Mountains, 3) that the Keystone thrust system includes a later overprinting from an early ~ESE
directed contraction to a later NE directed contraction as suggested by Pavlis et al. (2014) and 4)
Possible distal thrust systems linked to the faults at Goodsprings.

Regional Tectonic Setting
The Spring Mountains region lies near the deformation front of the Cordilleran fold and
thrust belt in the southern part of what has generally been referred to as the Sevier Orogenic belt
(Burchfiel et al., 1974). At this latitude and northward, the fold-thrust belt is a thin-skinned belt
that involved miogeoclinal to platform strata that were deposited on the Neoproterozoic to latest
Paleozoic passive margin of western Laurentia (Fig. 1)
The region was deformed during Sevier and possibly Laramide compressional events as
well as during Basin and Range extensional deformations and more recent strike slip events such
as the State Line fault zone (Scheirer, 2010, Carr, 1983). The Mesozoic compressional tectonic
events resulted from changing subduction configurations of the Farallon slab beneath the North
American plate over time as well as collision of micro plates (Miall, 2008, Yonkee and Weil,
2015). The slab is suspected to have changed geometries throughout the compressional events
from steep to shallow subduction, roll backs, delaminations and even breaking of the slab all
having widespread effects on the regional crustal tectonics and geology (Miall, 2008).
5

The Sevier orogeny is a thin-skinned deformation expressed as a series of folds and
thrusts that affect southwestern North America. These folds and faults occur predominantly in
Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic rocks. The Sevier fold thrust belt was the active compressional
event in North America from ~150-80Ma (DeCelles et al., 1995) Based on evidence from
Lavinia Wash, and ages of pre-kinematic and syn-kinematic intrusions in southeastern Nevada
Taylor et al (2000) concluded that the Sevier Orogeny may have initiated as early as ~200Ma
(Taylor et al., 2000). Recent studies conclude for initiation of crustal thickening at the latitude of
Las Vegas during the Sevier Orogeny is ~160 Ma (Giallorenzo, 2013, Hoisch et al. 2014)
Although regional deformation initiated to the west as early as Late Paleozoic time, in the
eastern portion of the thrust belt deformation is clearly no older than the youngest rocks involved
in the deformation (DeCelles and Coogan, 2006). In the Spring Mountains area Late Triassic
through middle Jurassic rocks lie conformably on older rocks and are dominated by thick
eolianites. In southern Nevada the eolianites are called the Aztec Formation but regionally these
rocks are better known as the Navajo or Nugget formations that represent large sand seas and
contain large accumulations of ancient dune deposits (DeCelles and Coogan, 2006). By Middle
to Late Jurassic evidence of widespread crustal shortening is pervasive in the southwest USA.
By Late Jurassic time the Sevier foreland was dominated by fluvial and lacustrine deposition
with large evaporite basins common throughout the west and thick carbonates accumulated in
middle Jurassic (Miall, 2008).
Sevier thrusting and regional shortening continued during the Cretaceous, with large
thrust sheets carrying thick slabs of Proterozoic-Paleozoic rocks eastward. Shortening in much of
the Sevier belt is as much as 300 km (DeCelles and Coogan, 2006). During middle Cretaceous
time in the western interior USA, a vast interior seaway connected the Arctic Ocean and Gulf of
6

Mexico and this seaway is represented by deposits now exposed well to the east of the modern
Spring Mountains. These deposits are not present in the Spring Mountains and it remains unclear
whether the absence of these deposits is due to non-deposition or due to subsequent erosion
during the Laramide Orogeny.
Further shortening continued throughout southwestern North America during the
Laramide orogeny that began in the Late Cretaceous (~80Ma) and continued to Eocene time
(~35Ma) (DeCelles and Coogan, 2006). Classic Laramide deformation occurred along a northnortheast–trending corridor extending from southwest Arizona through Wyoming, east of the
Cordilleran (Sevier) foreland fold-thrust belt (Saleeby, 2003). The main signature of the
Laramide is deep-seated, thick-skinned deformations of the foreland as opposed to thin-skinned
Sevier deformation. Nonetheless, thin-skinned deformation also accompanied the event,
primarily in what is now Mexico and from northern Utah into Canada where the fold-thrust belt
remained active during this period.
The exact duration of the Laramide orogeny remains in dispute, as evidence exists that it
occurred in a series of diachronous events with alternating periods of activity and quiescence.
Flattening of the Farallon slab as it subducted is the most accepted cause of this compressional
event with a correlation to subducted oceanic plateau(s) as the main driver for slab flattening
(DeCelles 2004).
Subduction along the entire margin continued until the Oligocene when the East Pacific
Rise began to be subducted under the North American Plate. The movement at this boundary
resulted in the San Andreas transform fault and numerous oblique strike-slip components in
California. This effectively ended the compressional regime and initiated an extensional regime;
the Basin and Range.(Wernicke et al., 1989)
7

The Basin and Range is tectonically expressed as normal faulting with the vast majority
of structures in Nevada being north-south-striking block faulting, indicative of extensional
tectonics (Wernicke et al, 1988). The Goodsprings district bears more influence of the
compressional events but much of the interpretation depends upon timing of events. This study
postulates normal and strike slip structures at Goodsprings district may have been produced by
later extensional and trans-tensional forces.

8

Regional Geology
In the southern Spring Mountains three related thrust faults form a stacked succession
from west to east: the Green Monster and genetically related Sub Green Monster, Keystone, and
Contact thrusts (Fig. 4). In this area, the Keystone thrust has been mapped as a continuous
structure that changes strike from a NS striking, east-vergent structure to an ~EW striking, north
vergent structure through a roughly 3-part bend (Fig. 4). Within each of these “bends” are a
series of strike slip faults that Carr (1983) referred to as the Ironside fault zone (Carr, 1983).
This sharp bend in the trace of the Keystone thrust systems suggests a change in geometry along
strike and not simple topographical expression/lateral ramp of an overall east verging thrust. To
the north, in the central Spring Mountains, similar bends or salients are observed but typically
bisected with oblique normal faults and lack the degree of strike-slip faults observed in the
Goodsprings district (Burchfiel et al., 1974) (Fig. 2). Because of these distinctions, the ~EW
trending segment traditionally mapped as the Keystone thrust is described separately here as the
“Key-Monster thrust” and evidence is presented suggesting a distinct kinematic history for this
thrust segment.
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Figure 4 Geologic map of the study region. Modified from Carr and Pinkston (1987) based on
field observations and orthophoto interpretations in this study.
10

Figure 5. Simplified geologic structure map of the study region.
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Previous studies interpret the bulk of these structures as part of re-entrant system along
the Keystone thrust that occurred syntectonically with the emplacement of the east verging
Keystone thrust sheet (Carr, 1983). This re-entrant interpretation would depend largely upon
exactly how the continuation of the Keystone is traced; the Keystone either tips out or continues
intermittently exposed as Davis (1973) traces the Keystone up to 100 kilometers due south in
another complex thrust system (Davis, 1973).
Pavlis et al.’s (2014) work in the Nopah and Resting Spring Ranges to the west,
immediately across the Pahrump Valley, records an early period of E to SE vergent thrusting
overprinted by a younger, NE vergent thrust system (Pavlis et al., 2014). Pavlis et al further
suggest that the NE vergent Nopah-Gerstley thrust may be genetically related to one or more
structures in the Spring Mountains, offset by the State Line strike-slip fault and Pahrump Valley
normal fault systems to the present configuration (Pavlis et al., 2014).
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Methods
The field area is located near the town of Goodsprings Nevada in the southern Spring
Mountains. Data were gathered in series of field studies from March of 2014 through July of
2015, encompassing approximately 18 days in the field. The bulk of the field data were gathered
along the Keystone Thrust front near the Ironside Fault Zone at Keystone Wash measuring the
hanging wall structures of the Bonanza King, Nopah and Sultan formations and the footwall Bird
Spring Formation
This study relied heavily upon the work of Carr (1983 & 1987) whose mapping presented
a broad interpretation of the region. Carr & Pinkston’s 1987 geologic map was digitized in Move
2015 and refined with Google Earth imagery and field observations. Orientation data were
gathered with conventional Brunton transit as well as digital geologic compass and map
programs Field Move Clino, Lambert and GeoID on an Apple iPad and an Apple iPhone.
Digital measurements were compared with analogue Brunton and previous work and it
was determined the digital capture of data provided a high enough degree of accuracy for use in
this study. Experience here indicates that accuracy depended upon rigorous systematic
recalibrating of the devices in the field. Dips angles were consistently accurate to <5.0°. Errors in
reading of strike data were slightly less accurate but in general <10° of error was recognized.
Data were digitized into Move 2014 and Move 2015 and OSXStereonet for analysis on
an Apple Macintosh iMac. Cross sections and maps were created in Move. Google Earth Pro was
utilized for aerial imagery and mapping of inaccessible regions and for planning of fieldwork.
Photographs and basic illustrations were performed in Adobe Photoshop CS6.
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Stratigraphy
Pre-Quaternary sedimentary rocks in the Goodsprings district range in age from
Middle Cambrian to Early Cretaceous. All deposition, with the exception of the youngest
deposits, the Lavinia Wash Sequence, occurred before the onset of thrusting (Carr, 1983). The
Middle Cambrian through Lower Permian sequences, which consists predominantly of shallowwater marine carbonate rocks, are exposed only in the thrust plates at Goodsprings. These
Paleozoic sequences contain a pre-Middle Devonian unconformity along which Silurian is absent
and Ordovician units are thin or absent. The presence of this unconformity and the sequence and
thicknesses of Paleozoic units indicate that allochthonous rocks in the Goodsprings district were
derived from a cratonic-margin assemblage, transitional between the Paleozoic craton and the
Cordilleran miogeocline (Carr, 1983).
Permian through Jurassic sequences are comprised of predominantly shallow-water
marine carbonate rocks-limestone and dolomite, along with shallow-water marine and nonmarine siliclastic rocks. This sequence reflects a progradational sequence from marine to nonmarine deposition in the late Paleozoic and early Mesozoic that is typical in the southern
Cordillera (DeCelles, 2004). These rocks crop out primarily in a parautochthonous or
autochthonous terrane east of the structurally lowest thrust fault exposed in the district, the
Contact thrust (Carr, 1983)
The youngest deposition occurred during the late Early to early Late (Albian to
Cenomanian) to produce the Lavinia Wash Sequence (Carr, 1980; Fleck and Carr, 1990; Hanson,
2008). This sequence contains clastic rocks with detritus derived from the allochthonous
Paleozoic carbonate sequences that were exposed by motion on the thrust plates to the west as
well as interbedded volcanic ash units.
14

Lavinia Wash Sequence is found exclusively in and proximal to Lavinia Wash in this
study (Fig. 6) These rocks record the beginnings of tectonism and volcanism in the southern
Nevada and California (Fleck and Carr, 1990).
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Figure 6 Geologic map of the Lavinia Wash region of the study region. Modified from Carr and
Pinkston (1987) based on field observations and orthophoto interpretations in this study.
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Several intrusions of granitic porphyry crop out in the Goodsprings district. Early reports
of the age of these intrusions vary from Jurassic to Cretaceous (Carr, 1983) but more recent
studies by Vikre et al. (2011) demonstrates a Late Triassic age.
Most of the stratigraphic nomenclature dates to Hewett (1931) with the exception of
some formations that have been further divided during later work or due to differing opinions on
correlations of Late Paleozoic red beds. All the thrusts in this study are found at the stratigraphic
level of four groups of Paleozoic carbonate rocks: the Cambrian Goodsprings Dolomite Group
(now mapped regionally as the Bonanza King Formation, Dunderburg shale, and Nopah
Formation), the Devonian Sultan Group, The Mississippian Monte Cristo Limestone and Upper
Mississippian to Lower Permian Bird Spring Formation. All of these Paleozoic units have
indistinguishable facies equivalents exposed directly to the west and northwest, stratigraphically
overlying Neoproterozoic rifted margin facies, but are dramatically thicker than cratonal facies
equivalents to the east. In contrast, Late Permo-Triassic to Jurassic carbonate and siliciclastic
rocks of the region are facies equivalents of the Colorado Plateau sedimentary sequence, such as
Kaibab Limestone, Moenkopi and Chinle formations, and are limited to the easternmost thrust
sheets and their footwalls. The Lavinia Wash sequence is a distinctly younger stratigraphic unit
that lies with angular unconformity atop older Triassic units in the Goodsprings area (Carr, 1983)
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Major Thrust Faults Of The Goodsprings Area
General
The geologic structures of the Goodsprings district are dominated by four major
Mesozoic thrust faults with complications from smaller scale structures, particularly high-angle
faults (Fig. 5). In the northern half of the study area, three major thrusts are known (Carr, 2013)
from west to east: the Green Monster (and genetically linked Sub Green Monster), Keystone,
and Contact. In the southern half of the study area, however, only one major thrust, referred to
here as the Key-Monster thrust, is observed. The Key-Monster thrust has traditionally been
correlated to the Keystone thrust (Carr, 1983) but is distinguished separately here because it is
both distinctly different in strike than structures to the north, and is separated from them by a
high-angle fault system, the Ironside fault system of Carr (1983). A series of smaller faults
(normal, strike-slip and thrust) and folds also are present locally. This thrust system was mapped
in detail by Carr (1987) and his work is synthesized here with the field mapping and the aid of
modern GIS software and Google Earth.

Green Monster And Sub Green Monster Thrusts Faults
The Green Monster thrust plate is the structurally highest structure in the thrust complex.
As discussed above the Green Monster system is typically interpreted as the oldest major thrust
in the mapped area based on its structural position as well as truncation and offset by the Ironside
fault zone. That interpretation, however, is not certain.
The Green Monster is a thrust system comprised of the Green Monster thrust and the
structurally underlying Sub-Green Monster thrust and associated folds. From the point where the
18

Green Monster thrust emerges from Quaternary cover north of Keystone Wash (Figure 4) the
trace of the Green Monster thrust is approximately bed parallel in the hanging wall implying a
hanging-wall flat. To the north, however, the trace of the fault is distinctly curved and Carr
(1987) mapped a normal fault offset of the thrust coincident with the thrust stepping up section to
the Devonian Sultan Formation. This map pattern suggests a lateral ramp in the Green Monster
thrust, but alternative interpretations are possible. In contrast, the Sub-Green Monster is not a
simple thrust, but a fault closely related to complex fold systems. Specifically, in the northwest
the footwall to the Green Monster thrust contains a tight, large-scale, shallow NW plunging,
moderately inclined, northeast vergent anticline-syncline pair developed entirely in the Bird
Spring Formation (Figs 3, 4 & 5).
Carr and Pinkston (1987) mapped a fault cutting out the synclinal hinge of the fold pair,
which he termed the Sub-Green Monster thrust. This Sub-Green Monster thrust, as well as the
fold it is associated with is clearly truncated by the Green Monster thrust indicating that either
the Green Monster is a younger, out-of-sequence thrust or the sub-Green Monster is a horse
developed as the Green Monster overrode the fold-system in its footwall. It is uncertain if the
Sub Green Monster ever broke the surface and may be simply an exposed blind thrust and
associated fold. Further evidence for this complication is that the sub-Green Monster thrust reemerges from beneath the Green Monster thrust to the south, within the Bird Spring Formation,
but the thrust tips out into the core of the overturned syncline. Even farther south this syncline
opens and deeper stratigraphic levels are exposed due to the northwest plunge. Thus, as the SubGreen Monster syncline opens along trend to the southeast, older stratigraphic levels are
juxtaposed along the Green Monster thrust, implying that thrust is also tipping out to the
southeast.
19

Hewett (1956) suggested the Green Monster is linked to the Sultan Fault ~7.0 kilometers
south of Goodsprings. Carr terms this fault a thrust fault on his 1983 map but provides no further
details (Carr, 1983).

Keystone Thrust Fault
Structurally beneath the Green Monster thrust is the Keystone thrust. The Keystone
thrust fault is one of the most dominant geologic structures of the eastern Spring Mountains.
Most studies extend the trace of the Keystone thrust southward from the southern Spring
Mountains to the Clark Mountains in the Mojave Desert of California (Burchfiel et al., 1974;
Carr, 1983) despite significant distinctions in the fault along strike (Figs 3, 4 & 5).
For this study the term Keystone Thrust is limited to the east verging decollment style
thrust that is traced from the Red Rocks region west of Las Vegas, Nevada to the Ironside Fault
Zone within the study area. From this point to the east and south much of its kinematics and
geometry are entangled with the Green Monster/Sub Green Monster thrusts at the point where
the thrust makes a dramatic change in strike.
In the northern Spring Mountains the Keystone Thrust and structurally lower Wilson
Cliffs Thrust place Cambrian Bonanza King Formation atop Jurassic Aztec Sandstone
(Burchfiel, 1997, Page et al, 2005). Throughout the Spring Mountains the Keystone thrust plate
is a classic, west-dipping panel of rocks above a bed-parallel fault indicative of a hanging-wall
flat thrust system (Burchfiel et al., 1974). In the central Spring Mountains the trace of the
Keystone thrust fault trends roughly N-S with broad arcuate sections primarily related to
topographic incision.
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In the northern part of the study area the trace of the Keystone thrust is largely buried by
Quaternary deposits with the trace inferred by juxtaposition of older and younger units across
wide arroyos. Nonetheless, it is clear from outcrop patterns that the thrust cuts through the
overturned limb of an east-vergent anticline-syncline fold pair, duplicating the Cambrian along
the thrust contact.
The hanging wall of the Keystone Thrust is remarkably free of any major folds or
secondary faults and is basically a near homoclinal, west-dipping package of rocks north of
Keystone Wash all the way to the Red Rocks region. At the head of Keystone Wash the fault
emerges from cover and follows a lobate, convex-eastward re-entrant trace where it places
Bonanza King Formation atop folded Bird Spring Formation. This locality is also the
northeastern limit of a zone of high-angle strike slip faults that Carr (1983) referred to as the
Ironside fault zone. It is also the area where the Keystone thrust takes an apparent sharp bend to
WNW strikes. A small region of highly distorted rocks characterizes this transition and is
discussed in more detail below.

The Contact Thrust Fault
The Contact thrust fault lies structurally beneath the Keystone thrust and is the
approximate deformation front of the thrust belt in this area (Figs 3, 4 & 5). Throughout the
northern part of the mapped area this fault is mostly buried (Carr, 1983) but the structure is
relatively clear. The Contact thrust as coeval with, and likely older than, the Keystone thrust, but
the evidence for this conclusion at Goodsprings is cryptic. To the north of Kingston Road the
thrust places a hanging wall of middle to late Paleozoic rocks over west-dipping Mesozoic rocks.
The hanging wall rocks of the Contact fault are folded into a tight, overturned, north-plunging
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anticline that carries rocks as old as Devonian in its core. Because of poor exposure and
overprinting, however, the trace of the Contact fault south of Kingston Road is ambiguous,
raising several options that are discussed further below.
An important feature of the Contact thrust system is that the hanging wall of the thrust
contains a continuous belt of Bird Spring Formation that continues southward toward Lavinia
Wash. Thus, although the Contact Thrust itself is not clearly traceable through the region, its
hanging wall is indicating either that the Contact Thrust tips out to the south or is truncated by
other high angle strike–slip fault systems such as the Ruth Fault and/or Alice Fault described by
Carr (1983). This problem is not straightforward, however, because the map projection of the
Contact Thrust merges with an area heavily intruded by granitoids and complicated by
mineralization, hampering clear correlation of structures. Nonetheless all the thrusts proximal to
Lavinia Wash place Paleozoic carbonates atop Mesozoic deposits, which locally includes the
Cretaceous Lavinia Wash sequence.
The faults at Lavinia Wash all strike roughly north and any of them may be directly
related to the Contact thrust (Fig. 6). At Lavinia Wash, Carr (1983) concluded that the Contact
thrust plate is: a) vertically offset by the Ruth normal fault, b) bisected with a sinistral strike slip
fault at depth and c) overlain by a sub-horizontal bisected slide block of the Bird Springs
Formation. While the block of the Bird Spring is derived from the Contact Thrust hanging wall
Carr presumed it to be post Contact emplacement. Carr suggests much, if not all, of the
subsequent faulting of the Contact thrust plate is pre-Keystone (Key-Monster) thrust (Carr,
1983).
The apparent syn to post-Contact thrust formation of the Lavinia Wash sequence suggests
that the Contact-thrusting event may have continued through the Early Cretaceous. Ar/Ar dating
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of a tuff in the Lavinia Wash sequence reveals ~99 Ma deposition but presumably the Lavinia
Wash Sequence formed over a longer period of time (Fleck and Carr, 1990). The number and
variety of faults and their relations is open to interpretation at Lavinia Wash in particular.
Lavinia Wash Sequence is highly eroded and crops out discontinuously throughout Lavinia
Wash. Nevertheless, Lavinia Wash Sequence is attached to the footwall stratigraphy, and is
nowhere depositional on hanging wall rocks of the Contact thrust plate.

Key-Monster Thrust Fault
Because of the kinematic differences in structures across the Ironside fault the ~EW
striking thrust system southeast of the Ironside fault zone that was formerly equated to the
Keystone thrust is referred to as the Key-Monster thrust for this study. This terminology
emphasizes the ambiguity of this thrust correlation, allowing an alternative assessment that is not
exclusively Keystone thrust related.
The Key-Monster thrust shares the same base of the Bonanza King decollement horizon
as the Keystone thrust placing Bonanza King Formation atop Bird Spring Formation. The KeyMonster thrust front parallels the Keystone Wash east of the Ironside fault zone and tips out near
the town of Goodsprings, NV. Immediately east of the Ironside fault zone the Key-Monster is
obscured by Quaternary fill. At the Keystone Mine the thrust is expressed as overlapping thrusts
separated by ~150 meters. The leading branch has several high angle north dipping blocks while
the trailing branch dips ~25° to 55° southwest. From the Keystone Mine and eastward the KeyMonster has a broad easily defined trace.
Although this fault has been mapped as a continuation of the Keystone thrust, several
observations raise questions on that correlation, leading to the distinction in terminology here:
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1) Folds carried in the hanging wall of the Key-Monster thrust trend ~EW to WNW, sub-parallel
to the trace of the Key-Monster but 70 to 90 degrees from the strike of folds in the hanging wall
of the Keystone thrust and the Contact thrust, but sub-parallel to folds along the Green Monster
thrust system. This orientation for the folds could be produced by a lateral ramp, but that
alternative is not required.
2) Although the Keystone thrust appears to be a continuous feature through the bend in strike
near Shenandoah Peak, the high angle oblique strike slip Ironside fault system disrupts the
hanging wall of the Keystone thrust and truncates the Green Monster thrust, raising questions on
the continuity of the Keystone thrust through the bend.
3) The trace of the Keystone thrust is largely buried beneath Quaternary through the area
affected by the Ironside fault system, allowing alternative inferences of fault connections.
Given these uncertainties, I distinguish the thrust trace to the southeast of the Ironside fault
system as the Key-Monster thrust.
This thrust carries Bonanza King Formation and younger rocks in it hanging wall with
fold systems in the hanging wall showing axes sub-parallel to the trace of the thrust. This
includes a large, EW trending anticline-syncline pair in the hanging wall that is slightly oblique
to the WNW trace of the Key-Monster thrust. In contrast, the footwall of the Key-Monster
system is complex, implying it carries a distinct history from the structure in the hanging wall.
This footwall complexity includes: 1) complex folding of the Bird Spring Formation (described
in Data section); 2) Cross-cutting high-angle faults that are sub-parallel to, but farther east than,
the Ironside fault system; 3) occurrences of Mesozoic plutonic rocks along the high-angle fault
systems that separate a complexly folded sequence of Bird Spring Formation from much younger
rocks that include the Lavinia Wash Sequence; and 4) the younging of footwall rocks eastward to
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include Permo-Triassic and Cretaceous Lavinia Wash sequence. Collectively, these observations
imply the Key-Monster fault carries a distinct history from the Keystone thrust, and I discuss
details below in the context of the Ironside fault system, the folded Bird Spring footwall, and the
Mesozoic exposures of the footwall.
Aside from the complications right at the intersection of the Ironside fault zone and
Keystone thrust, the Keystone and Key-Monster essentially the same base of the Bonanza King
Formation decollment horizon as in the Keystone across this bend. This would suggest that they
are the same structure and the bend is either primary (frontal to lateral ramp) or secondary due
perhaps to the influence of the Ironside fault zone as a major displacement transfer feature.

Ironside Fault Zone
The Ironside fault zone is a series of anastomosing, high angle, oblique faults that bisects
the bend in the trace of the Keystone thrust and truncate the Green Monster and or Sub Green
Monster thrusts (Figs. 4 & 5). It has similar geometry to a negative strike-slip duplex found in a
releasing bend suggesting an extensional geometry. It displaces Devonian Sultan Group up to 1.4
kilometers north relative to the Cambrian Nopah Formation and exhibits ~85 meters of slip
along west dipping block faulting sections. Field investigation revealed no kinematic indicators.
The steep terrain and high degree of erosion prevented access to locations suspected of recording
slickenlines. Previous studies suggest Ironside is coeval with and genetically related to the
emplacement of the Keystone Thrust and (Carr, 1983)

North of the Ironside Fault Zone the Keystone Thrust is a classic decollement style northsouth striking, west-dipping thrust. East of the Ironside fault, however, the Keystone thrust
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strikes ~EW and dips moderately to the south. The coincidence between this bend in the
Keystone fault trace and the Ironside fault zone as well as lack of evidence for the Ironside fault
zone penetrating to the footwall of the Keystone thrust are critical observations for the structural
history of the study area.
The Ironside fault zone is intermittently exposed along the southwestern section of
Keystone Wash along Kingston road. In map view the Ironside fault zone is a system of
anastomosing faults that bound lensoidal fault-bounded blocks of Sultan Limestone and
Cambrian Bonanza King-Nopah rocks. The blocks are separated by up to 20-meter sections of a
brecciated crush zone with no obvious fault kinematic indicators.
The Ironside fault appears to be confined to the hanging wall of the Keystone/KeyMonster thrusts. The displacement can be estimated by separation of beds of the Sultan Ironside
Member and Dunderburg Shale that appears in ~15-30 m thick ribbon like bands in map view
(Fig. 7). The Sultan Ironside Member and Dunderburg Shale show systematic dextral separation
in map view across the Ironside fault zone. Using Carr’s ~1.4 kilometers of dextral slip along
the Ironside fault zone restores the beds to a reasonable minimum displacement (Carr, 1983).
Lacking robust kinematic data this is an educated guess and further research is indicated.
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Figure 7. Ironside fault zone. Simplified restoration model.

In the northeast extent of the Ironside fault zone, it appears to be directly related to the
lobate displacement of the Keystone thrust front. The Ironside blocks narrow, merge and pinch
out to the northeast in the Nopah and Bonanza King Formations. In map view the anastomosing
nature of the fault has a similar common point to the southwest as well as narrowing down to one
fault. This geometry on both ends of the Ironside fault zone illustrates a decidedly closed on
both ends, cuspate form resembling a dextral releasing bend.
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Related Thrust Structures to the west
The dextral State Line fault zone lies just to the west of the study and truncates and
displaces all structures older than ~13Ma. Several studies presume distal faults to be genetically
related to the Goodsprings thrust complex at large and possibly to the Green Monster thrusts.
Applying Guest et al’s 2007 slip estimate of ~30 kilometer of right lateral slip approximately
restores several thrusts to the north and west to the proximity of the Green Monster thrust. One
candidate for correlation is the Nopah Peak/Gerstley Thrust in the Nopah Range of California
that also involves Bonanza King Formation (Pavlis et al., 2014). The highly faulted and rotated
nature of the Nopah Peak region combined with the chaotic nature of the western leading edge of
the Green Monster makes any exact correlation open to interpretation. (Fig. 8)
It should be noted that strike slip faults such as the State Line fault generally do not have
consistent slip along strike and experience accordion like expansion with less displacement near
the tips (REF!). The study region lies near the southeast end of the State Line fault and probably
experienced more limited slip. Using Guest et al.’s (2007) 30-kilometer slip on the State Line
Fault Zone restores the Nopah Peak/ Gerstley thrust to the general vicinity of the study region
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Nopah Peak/Gerstley thrust restoration from Pavlis et al. (2014, p.20).

In map view the Green Monster thrust complex projects beneath alluvium towards the
State Line fault and any related structures to the west would have been displaced by the fault.
The Mesquite thrust, approximately 75 kilometers to the south, in the Clark Mountains, has been
interpreted as a possible extension of the Green Monster eastern branch as it occupies a similar
stratigraphic position and has been interpreted as the same structure (Burchfiel et al., 1974;
Bereskin, 1982). Alternatively, the Mesquite thrust may also be the same thrust complex
mapped as the continuation of the Keystone thrust by Burchfiel and Davis (Burchfiel et al.,
1974). Nonetheless, Cenozoic extension/transtenional structures separate these ranges, leaving
questions on thrust correlations through the region.
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Age Of Thrust Systems
Working from the basic model of thrusts getting younger towards the foreland the oldest
thrust in the complex should be the Green Monster followed by the Keystone and then Contact
thrusts. The splitting of the Keystone thrust at Keystone Wash into the Key-Monster thrust
further complicates this sequencing model, as it is a north verging thrust as opposed to the
predominantly east verging.
Complications arise when attempting to discern ages based on modern map placement of
the thrust fronts at Goodsprings. The leading edge of the Keystone thrust lies east of the Contact
thrust in the northern Spring Mountains, but west of it at Goodsprings. The Contact thrust is
displaced by several high angle faults to the south, further complicating the geometry.
No studies have reached firm conclusions on the age of the Green Monster thrust. It is
truncated by the Ironside fault zone so can be no younger than the Ironside fault zone.
The Ironside fault zone is cryptic in nature and this study was unable to shed more light on it. It
occupies a region between the Keystone and Key-Monster thrusts and is genetically related to the
Keystone/Key-Monster thrust because it is limited to their hanging walls (Carr, 1983).
The most complete analysis of age relationships is in regards to the Keystone and Contact
thrusts. Thurst ages have been based on several remote conglomerates that contain volcanic tuff;
Brownstone Basin in the northern Spring Mountains that occupies a similar stratigraphic position
to Lavinia Wash Sequence in the southern Spring Mountains at Goodsprings. The depositional
age for the Brownstone Basin deposit is a minimum of 98 Ma (Giallorenzo, 2013) and maximum
of 103 Ma based on U-Pb detrital zircon studies (Eleogram and Wells, unpublished; Personal
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communication, 2015). Lavinia Wash Sequence has been dated to ~99.0 Ma (Fleck and Carr,
1990) and more recently 98.0 Ma (Hanson, 2008).

Figure 9. Juxtaposition of Keystone and Contact thrusts illustrating relative ages based on cross
cutting relationships. Adapted from Burchfiel et al. (1997). Black rectangle refers to figure 10.
Brownstone Basin lies in the footwall of the Red Springs-Wilson Cliffs-Contact thrusts
(Axen, 1980; Fleck and Carr, 1990) (Fig. 9). The Red-Springs- Wilson Cliffs-Contact thrust
sheet overrides the conglomerate of Brownstone Basin and is subsequently cut by the Keystone
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thrust near Potosi Mountain (Fig. 10). This juxtaposition provides a maximum ~98-103 Ma age
of the Keystone thrust.

Figure 10. Stacking sequence of Keystone and Contact thrusts. Adapted from Burchfilel, 1997.
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Lavinia Wash Sequence is presumed to be syntectonic to the Contact thrust sheet with
derivation from the Contact thrust hanging wall but over ridden by the Contact thrust. If the
entire Lavinia Wash Sequence was formed during the thrusting of the Contact thrust, the last
motion of the Contact thrust is no older than 98.0 Ma. Folds that formed within the Contact sheet
during emplacement of the Contact thrust are also cut by the Keystone fault (Carr, 1983;
Burchfiel et al., 1997) indicating an older age of the Contact thrust.
In attempting to date thrusts over long distances complications arise when overprinting is
suspected due to varying slip rate histories along long traces. Faults propagate from central focal
points and do not break rock simultaneously along strike. Attempting to date an entire fault based
on local ages is even more difficult and complicated when overprinting is suspected as at
Goodsprings (Pavlis et al., 2014).
Based on this analysis I conclude that the thrusting along the eastern front of the Spring
Mountains was roughly coeval, with the exception of the Green Monster thrust. Evidence points
towards out of sequence thrusting with the Contact being the oldest but how temporally
separated the faults are has not been determined with any degree of exactness.
The Key-Monster thrust is surmised to be the youngest thrust in the region as it overrides
the Contact and folds the thrust front of the Keystone. If it is simply a younger branch of the
Keystone this assertion is still valid. 	
  

Porphyritic Intrusions
Granite porphyry intrusions in the Goodsprings district occur mostly as small meter scale
stocks and sills smaller than .1 km2 and the largest, the Yellow Pine Mine, ~.5 Km2 (Hewett,
1931; Vikre et al, 2011). Most of the intrusions are in the footwall of the Keystone Thrust
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intruding into Bird Spring Formation (Fig. 11). However, several intrusions occur in the hanging
wall of the Key-Monster thrust, particularly along the Keystone Wash. Intrusions at Yellow
Horse open pit mine straddle the leading edge of the Key-Monster thrust in what appears to be a
cross-cutting relationship in which the intrusion cuts through both the hanging and footwalls. In
reality, however, field observations in this study indicate this map pattern based cross cutting
relationship is misleading because the intrusive rocks are extensively faulted along the KeyMonster thrust zone, invalidating an inferred intrusive cross-cutting relationship.
Age estimates for these intrusions derived from 206Pb/238U zircon analysis are 217 Ma as
reported by Vikre et al. (2011). The scatter in age data reported by Vikre et al. (2011) is difficult
to evaluate because they did not present primary data to evaluate the source of the scatter. In any
case, observations from this study indicate the porphyry intrusions pre-date any thrusting in the
region. These intrusions are not batholithic scale and smaller features are easily displaced by
faults and transported with the fault. This study determined the intrusions have no bearing on the
age of the thrust faults.
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Figure 11. Map of porphyritic intrusions adapted from Vikre et al (2011). The red polygon
highlights the region observed. Location in red rectangle in lower map.
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Data
Orientation data were gathered and analyzed at eight locations along the Keystone and
Key-Monster hanging walls and footwalls (Fig. 12)

Figure 12. Orientation data location map showing locations of structural domains analyzed.
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1.   Strikes and dips of the Bonanza King Formation in the hanging wall of the Keystone
thrust.
2.   Strikes and dips of the Bird Spring Formation in the footwall of the Key-Monster thrust.
3.   Strikes and dips in the Bird Spring Formation in the footwall where the Keystone, KeyMonster thrusts and Ironside fault zone meet.
4.   Strikes and dips of the Bird Spring Formation in the footwall of the Keystone thrust.
5.   Strikes and dips of the Bird Spring Formation in the footwall of the Keystone thrust
where over printing is suspected.
6.   Strikes and dips of the Bird Spring Formation at a distinct anticline.
7.   Lineation of slickenlines in the hanging wall of the Key-Monster thrust.
8.   Strikes and dips of the Bonanza King Formation in the hanging wall of the Key-Monster
thrust.
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Domain 1
This domain records changes in geometry from west dipping beds towards the north and
south dipping beds towards the south in the hanging wall of the Keystone thrust. The Keystone
thrust sheet maintains this west dipping geometry all the way north to Red Rocks region ~25
kilometers north (Fig. 13). These data together with map pattern (Fig. 12) illustrate that this
change in strike and dip is associated with an open, moderately WSW-plunging (state best fit pi
pole) upright anticline in the Keystone hanging wall. This fold his highly oblique to structures
farther north along the Keystone, suggesting it is a younger, superimposed fold.

Figure 13. Stereogram of Domain 1.

Domain 2
This domain encompasses orientations in the Bird Spring Formation along the KeyMonster footwall, southeast of the Ironside fault. The stereogram together with the map view
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indicate a general SW dipping homoclinal panel with gentle folding about a WSW trending fold
axis indicating reclined fold systems on the homocline (Fig. 14).

Figure 14. Stereogram of Domain 2.
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Domain 3
This group of strikes and dips records a very complicated region where the Keystone,
Key-Monster and Ironside fault zone merge. The resulting stereogram are chaotic (Fig. 15). This
chaos is in part the result of rotated fault blocks related to the ironside fault, but are also due to
fold superposition, producing noncylindrical folds. When viewed as bedding poles only,
particularly contoured poles, it is clear that the data are dominated by W to SWS plunging folds
similar to adjacent domains, but there are complications from ~NS trending folds that scatter that
data.

Figure 15. Stereogram of Domain 3.

Domain 4
This group of strikes and dips is in the Bird Spring Formation proximal to the Keystone
thrust front. The stereogram and map illustrates a general gentle west dip with an open, west
plunging anticline (Fig. 12 and 16).
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Figure 16. Stereogram of Domain 4.

Domain 5
This location records a section where NS trending folds and EW trending folds merge in
map view (Fig. 12). This stereogram reflects with complication with no clear great circle
distribution or simple clustering, which is consistent with superposed folds and associated
noncylindrical fold geometry. (Fig. 17)
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Figure 17. Stereogram and contour map of Domain 5.

Domain 6
Location 6 is records the strikes and dips across a mapping, upright, NS trending anticline
(Fig. 18). The stereogram confirms the geometry inferred from the field view and map with a
simple, ~S plunging axis and open geometry associated with a gentle south-dipping limb to the
west and a steeper east-dipping limb to the east (Fig. 18 & 19)
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Figure 18. Anticline along Kingston Road.

Figure 19. Stereogram of Domain 6, a prominent anticline along Kingston road.
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Domain 7—Fault kinematic analysis
Domain 7 represents a site where fault slickenline measurements were recorded to
estimate slip direction on the Key-Monster thrust. A series of slickenlines were measure along
Keystone Wash with the best examples towards the SE end of the area. Most of the slickenlines
were measured on was a northeast dipping panel, oriented roughly 90° from the fault plane. This
section occurs at a section of the Key-Monster Thrust where there is a small splay or overlapping
of the thrust into two thrust fronts separated by up to 200 meters. None of the slickenlines lie on
the Key-Monster fault plane although enough are similar to partially resolve slip sense. The
slickenlines define a cloud of slip lines between the main fault and an average secondary plane
(Fig. 20). These data suggest a slip vector plunging S-SSE associated with rotational fault
blocks within the fault zone to account for the scatter about a great circle with a pole plunging
west, presumably representing a rotation axis for the fault blocks. More data are needed to
clarify the slip, but suggest the Key-Monster fault is a dextral-oblique thrust with an
approximately south plunging slip vector. Note that this inferred slip direction is essentially
ninety degrees from the inferred regional slip direction for the Keystone thrust.
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Figure 20. Domain 7. Contour map of slicken lines. Fault plane and slicken line plane illustrated.

Domain 8
This domain includes strikes and dips of the Bonanza King Formation measured in the
hanging wall of the Key-Monster Thrust (Fig. 21). As the stereogram illustrates this is a south
dipping homoclinal panel of rocks as opposed to Location 1 in the hanging wall of the Keystone
that dips predominantly west.
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Figure 21. Stereogram of Domain 8.

Based on the stereonet analyses and the geologic mapping, it is clear that hanging wall rocks of
the Keystone and Key-Monster thrusts change dip orientation from west dipping to south dipping
in a very short distance, less than 1.0 kilometer.
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Cross Section Analysis
The cross sections were generated with several basic assumptions; 1) The thrust
decollement horizon is the base of the Bonanza King Formation in all thrust plates, 2) the
Ironside fault zone only affected the hanging wall of the Keystone/Key-Monster thrusts and does
not penetrate into the footwall, 3) aside from the Contact thrust, thrust structures in the Bird
Spring Formation are presumed to be small scale and riding passively in the Contact plate
hanging wall, 4) Due to tight folds and thin beds, only the major members of the Sultan and
Monte Cristo Formations are indicated in the cross sections. 5) Throughout the different cross
sections the Sub Green Monster varies using the best solution for each specific cross section.
Lacking robust subsurface data and relying upon surface expressions, each section was generated
with no attempt to reconcile the 3D geometry, 6) Quaternary Alluvium is not indicated and
presumed to be <20.0 meters thick based on gravity analysis (Scheirer, 2011).
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Figure 22,.Location of cross sections discussed below.
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Figure 22a Stratigraphic key of the formations found in the cross sections.
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Cross Section a-a’
This EW cross section is at the intersection of the major fault systems just north of the
Ironside fault zone and reveals important relationships between the Sub Green Monster, Green
Monster, Ironside and Keystone faults (Fig. 23). Most importantly this section illustrates the
large-scale decollment thrust movement of the Green Monster as opposed to the blind thrust,
fault-propagation fold, of the Sub Green Monster. The steepening of the Keystone as it
approaches the Key-Monster thrust and complications of the Ironside fault is graphically
portrayed in this section. The Contact thrust is mapped to sole out at the same depth as the
Keystone and Green Monster thrusts. The Shenandoah thrust is cryptic and it is unclear to what
depth it penetrates.

Figure 23. Cross section a-a’.
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Cross Section b-b’
EW striking cross section b-b’ is just south of a-a’. This section is in the transition region
from the Keystone to Key-Monster Thrust (Fig. 24). The Sub Green Monster has assumed the
decollment of the Key-Monster at this point as its surface expression diminishes. The Ironside
fault zone displaces tightly folded sections and suggests a coeval formation with the Keystone/
Key-Monster thrusting events. Several small-scale faults run parallel with the section within the
Ironside and are not indicated on the section. The Shenandoah thrust is mapped as a blind thrust
to explain the heavily folded nature of the Bird Spring Formation in this section.

Figure 24. Cross Section b-b’.
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Cross Section c-c’
Section c-c’ (Fig. 25) is the northernmost section and carries rocks unaffected by
complications of the Ironside fault zone or superposed folds of the Bird Spring block. This
section illustrates the relationship of the Sub Green Monster and Green Monster thrusts. The
thrusts are ~650 meters apart at this point. Carr 1983 interpreted the region as a synclinal fold but
this interpretation is a rotated block placed atop Monte Cristo Yellow Pine and Anchor
formations. This is the clearest surface expression of the Sub Green Monster as a full thrust, as
opposed to a blind thrust or fault-propagation fold, towards the study region.
This model interprets a short flat to ramp transition in the Keystone Thrust. Proximal cross
sections and surface geometry demand this solution. The Potosi thrust is mapped to have a short
heave despite soling into the base of the Contact thrust.

Figure 25. Cross section c-c’.
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Cross Section d-d’
This SW-NE section is several kilometers southeast and parallel to c-c’, but closer to the
Ironside fault system (Fig. 26). This section is normal to the strike of the Green Monster, Sub
Green Monster but oblique to the Keystone and Contact thrusts. Quaternary Alluvium covers the
southwest end of the section but not indicated in the section.
This section illustrates the Contact thrust to the NE together with the Keystone and Green
Monster Sub Green Monster system. The Keystone shares a similar decollment as the Contact
thrust in this interpretation, at the base of the Bonanza King. It is understood this is towards the
southern limit of the Contact thrust and presumed to be tipping out or merging/bisecting into
other faults several kilometers south.

Figure 26. Cross Section d-d’.
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Cross Section e-e’
This NS section along with f-f’ is perpendicular to a-a’ and b-b’ and crosses the Ironside
fault zone to attempt to better understand the geometry of the Ironside fault system (Fig. 27).
Adhering to the assumption that the Ironside system is limited to the hanging wall, this section
illustrates the complexities of the Ironside system. That is, because the section is constructed
within 30 degrees of the Ironside fault zone strike, Ironside fault blocks moved in and out of the
section line, producing geometries than cannot be restored as 2D section view restorations.

Figure 27. Cross section e-e’.
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Cross Section f-f’
This cross section crosses the critical intersection zone where the Keystone /Key-Monster
thrust systems merge in the Ironside fault zone. (Fig. 28). In this section the Key-Monster is
verging roughly due north, parallel to the cross section plane. The critical feature illustrated is
the folding of the Keystone thrust by the Key-Monster north verging system and associated folds
in the footwall and hanging wall. The Keystone is verging out of the page in this section. This
sections attempts to explain the hanging wall and the heavily folded nature of the Bird Spring
Formation footwall remains cryptic at depth.

Figure 28. Cross section f-f’. Highlights the merging of the Keystone, Key-Monster and Ironside
faults.
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Cross Section g-g’
Cross section g-g’ runs parallel to cross section f-f’ and is 500 meters west (Fig. 29). As
with f-f’ the view is confusing as the Keystone is oblique to the line while the Key-Monster is
roughly normal to the line. The Ironside fault zone has much more of an influence on this
section. A finer scale of the same section highlights the complications the Ironside fault Zone
creates (Fig. 30)

Figure 29. Cross section g-g’.
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Figure 30. Cross section g-g’ with emphasis on Ironside and merging of Key-Monster and
Keystone thrusts.
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Neogene Displacement Of Thrust Systems
Numerous Neogene strike slip faults are located within 100 kilometers of the study area
and one, the State Line Fault, is a dextral strike slip fault ~8.0 kilometers southwest of the study
area (Scheirer et al., 2010). The State Line Fault occupies a transitional region between the
classic Basin and Range of Nevada and the trans-tensional Walker Lane-eastern California Shear
zone region (Scheirer et al., 2010) The State Line Fault region effectively separates the Spring
Mountains from the Mojave Desert but is mostly buried beneath the Pahrump and Mesquite
valleys (Fig. 8).
The State Line Fault has been traced topographically for ~175 kilometers northwest and
may continue all the way to the northeast flank of the Funeral Mountains (Guest et al., 2007).
Using volcanic and landslide deposits across the Mesquite segment Guest et al. (2007) suggested
a displacement of 30 +/- 4 kilometers of dextral slip since ~13 Ma. The fault zone is structurally
complex, and based on gravity data, the buried bedrock basement concealed beneath alluvial
valleys consists of a series of narrow, steep-sided sub-basins, that are listric and/or rotated block
faulted, being steeper to the east (Scheirer et al., 2010). The deeper basins have been interpreted
as trans-tensional and pull-apart basins, caused by en-echelon right steps during strike-slip
faulting.
The State Line fault is a series of high-angle normal faults that record a phase of
extension that preceded trans-tensional dextral motion, suggesting multiple ages of faulting along
structures that bound the basin (Scheirer et al., 2010). Evidence of local extreme extension along
the Kingston detachment fault as well as rotation of major range blocks complicates any attempts
to make positive reconstructions simple (Pavlis et al., 2014).
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In the northern Spring Mountains the Keystone structures have experienced right-lateral
drag, rotation by the Las Vegas Valley shear zone (Longwell, 1960; Fleck, 1967). Burchfiel et
al., (1974) illustrated that later shear zone stresses can have kinematic influences over the thrust
structures, obscuring original kinematics. It is possible that similar complexities have produced
the geometry of the Keystone/Key-Monster bend. Nonetheless, there is no other evidence to
support a regional shear zone, like the Las Vegas Shear zone, across the Goodsprings region,
suggesting other factors produce this geometry.
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Sub Surface Data
The 1980 Geophysical Pursuits seismic data study reported by Scheirer et al. (2010)
included seismic lines along the eastern side of Pahrump Valley (Fig. 31) Seismic line SSN-11
was acquired directly along Kingston Road ending just east of where the Keystone thrust is
presumed to cross the road.

Figure 31. Adapted from Scheirer 2010 indicating the location of seismic data gathering. Study
region is proximal to the northeast section of SSN-11.
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A cropped image of the seismic data from SSN-11 indicates a southwest dipping grain in
the data consistent with the local bedding (Fig. 32). Approximate projected positions of the
surface trace of the Sub Green Monster and Keystone Thrusts are indicated. This position for the
Sub Green Monster also corresponds with the area where the Ironside fault zone comes nearly to,
or crosses, the Keystone wash road. Although the data quality within the older deformed rocks is
poor relative to the reflections from the Tertiary basins on the west, two weak reflectors (shown
in red) are interpreted as the subsurface traces of the sub-Green Monster and Keystone thrusts.
These reflectors are near normal to the seismic line so little if any apparent dip complicates the
interpretation. The reflectors image a decidedly SW dipping thrust surface. This geometry makes
it difficult to presume the eastern verging Keystone is the main driving force east of the Ironside
fault zone.
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Figure 32. Cropped migrated seismic data concentrating on the northeast section of seismic line
SSN-11. Adapted from Scheirer et al 2010 and Geophysical Pursuit Inc.
SSN-12 is the longest seismic line reported in Scheirer et al. (2010) and follows the mid
section of the basin (Fig. 33). Any subsurface thrusts from the west are potentially imaged along
this line. In the north section of the line a southeast dipping grain is evident below the Cenozoic
strata. Although the data qualities are marginal, these southeast dipping reflectors are interpreted
as part of the thrust system. Analysis of the structures is difficult because of uncertain
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correlations across the State Line fault system, but these reflectors possibly image related north
verging thrusts to the northwest, in the Nopah Range.

Figure 33. Migrated Seismic line SSN-12 along the northwest section of Pahrump Valley.
Adapted from Scheirer 2010 and Geophysical Pursuit Inc. 1980.
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Discussion
Keystone Or Key-Monster? Thrust Relationships At Goodsprings
The basic map view of the thrusts defaults to a single thrust front as the footwall is
common to both Keystone and Key-Monster thrusts. Both thrusts also share a common
decollment horizon of the base of the Bonanza King Formation and place this atop Bird Spring
Formation. A simple interpretation of this geometry is a lateral ramp or topographic
complications giving false impressions of distinct faults. Although broadly allowable, these
alternatives are considered unlikely here. Instead, evidence summarized below suggests that the
Key-Monster is a distinct, younger fault system that at least partially reactivates the Keystone
system but is kinematically distinct.
Carr’s (1983) study provided the first interpretation of the structural history of the
Goodsprings area, but this study suggests some of that interpretation is less likely. Carr’s
interpretation is summarized as a sequence of events (Fig. 34) that concentrate on a larger region
and does not endeavor to explain the bend in the Keystone thrust in any detail. Nonetheless,
Carr’s (1983) model for the thrusts at Goodsprings is still used as a basis for regional
interpretations (Scheirer et al., 2010; Vikre et al., 2011).
Notable in Carr’s model is the absence of the Green Monster having any influence on the
thrusting and is modeled to be riding passively in the hanging wall of the Keystone thrust.
Several features are notable in this hypothesis:
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Figure 34. Carr’s (1983) hypothesis for a possible sequence of thrusting events at Goodsprings.
Figure is modified from Carr (1983)

1.   Carr’s model presumes the Contact Thrust is the oldest thrust forming as the initial major
eastern most thrust. The Green Monster thrust complex is presumed to be an older thrust,
riding passively in the hanging wall of the Contact fault and has no bearing on the
younger history illustrated in Carr’s model.
2.   The high angle Ruth and Alice faults formed early, immediately following or during slip
on Contact Thrust.
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3.   Keystone Thrust is a continuous structure through the area, and the Ironside Fault Zone is
mapped as a north-side up normal fault coeval with thrust; a dynamic system difficult to
rationalize.
4.   A series of north verging fold structures form along the Keystone (Key-Monster) Thrust;
a conclusion consistent with fold geometries, but difficult to rationalize with the regional
geometry.
Important data from this study that are at odds with this model include the following:
1. Geometric analyses of the fold systems in the Bird Spring block demonstrate two
generations of folds are present, an older northern NS and younger southern EW trending fold
system. The southern EW structures are presumed younger because they both refold NS
trending folds and fold the trace of the Keystone/Key Monster thrust system (Carr, 1983).
Although Carr recognized these fold systems, and recognized they were younger than the
Keystone thrust to the north (e.g. Figure above) his inference that the folds are distinct from the
Keystone thrust itself is inconsistent with his analysis. Carr makes no allowances for what
caused the north verging contraction. Instead the folds carried in the hanging wall of the KeyMonster thrust are parallel to the folds in its footwall, with no evidence of folding of the thrust
anywhere but in the vicinity of the fault bend where complications from the Ironside fault cannot
be easily distinguished from fold systems.
2. This model requires that the Keystone thrust occur much later. Numerous structures
are formed in the hanging wall of the Contact plate pre-Keystone emplacement. EW trending
folds just south of Goodsprings indicate a north direction contraction superimposed on the
Keystone as well.
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3. Salient-recess relationships in thrust belts, like the recess inferred by Carr (1983) are
generally related to basement irregularities or variations in weak layers within the strata that are
deformed in the thrust belt, leading to lateral ramps and related complications within the recess
(Boyer and Elliot, 1984). In this case there is no stratigraphic evidence for such a lateral ramp
system, nor is the structural history consistent with a lateral ramp as the structures of the salient
change geometry indicating a kinematic change not topography of the footwall. Although
slickenline data are limited, the available data also indicate a north directed thrusting along the
Key-Monster thrust, nearly ninety degrees from the Keystone system and incompatible with
kinematics of a thrust along a lateral ramp.
4. Finally, the Key-Monster thrust is demonstrably younger than the youngest rocks it cuts, the
Cretaceous Lavinia Wash sequence. While the age of the Keystone thrust broadly fits the profile
as well, it is either roughly coeval with or older than, the Lavinia Wash sequence. Thus, the
Key-Monster and associated folds are presumably a younger fault than the Keystone, either a
reactivation of the older Keystone, a new thrust, or both.

Alternative Interpretation of the Keystone-Key-Monster Thrust systems
Splitting the Keystone and Key-Monster thrusts into two distinct faults allows alternative
explanations of the north directed contraction that created the EW trending structures south of
the Key-Monster thrust and over printing of structures in the Bird Spring Formation. An
alternative sequential model is suggested here (Fig. 35).
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Figure 35. Alternative sequence of events based on this study.
.
1.   Sub Green Monster forms as a fault-related fold in the Bird Spring Formation. It is
unclear if the Sub Green Monster ever broke the surface as a thrust. The fault ultimately
propagated through the overturned limb of the fold to form a small fault segment, but the
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strike length of the structure is unknown. The Sub Green Monster is illustrated separately
to indicate how the Green Monster over rides it at #2.
2.   Green Monster forms coeval with the Sub Green Monster. Since the Green Monster is
over riding the Sub Green Monster it is reasonable to presume the Green Monster formed
somewhat later, or formed as a roof thrust above a duplex. Green Monster is a typical
ramp-flat thrust fault placing Bonanza King Formation atop Bird Spring Formation.
Length and actual trend is unknown as the modern thrust is covered by sedimentary fill,
but the large stratigraphic throw implies it originally had a much greater strike length
than presently exposed. Presumably both the Green Monster and Sub Green Monster
were much longer in length than their present exposure, extending southeast to at least
what is now the Ironside fault zone and northwest towards the State Line fault zone.
3.   Keystone and Contact thrusts form roughly coeval or Contact older as indicated by cross
cutting relationships of the two thrusts to the north. Both thrusts have greater surface
expression 20-40 kilometers to the north with the Keystone being a much longer thrust
over its entire length.
4.   Keystone propagates south and encounters the Sub Green Monster or Green Monster
decollment horizon. The Contact thrust is also shown to be propagating south for
simplicity but as mentioned above becoming one or more other faults at the Key-Monster
Thrust region.
5.   As the Keystone encounters the Green Monster system it reactivates the (Sub) Green
Monster, and in the process: a) results in the creation of the Ironside fault zone as an
accommodation zone for the newly formed Key-Monster system. b) The Keystone is
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redirected east of the Ironside fault zone along a weakness plane of the (Sub) Green
Monster. This new branch line is what becomes the Key-Monster.
6.   During this period, the kinematics of the system changes over length as the Key-Monster
branch of the Keystone propagates east, verges north and over rides the Contact Thrust at
Lavinia Wash. During this event, EW trending folds form in both the hanging wall and
footwall of the Key-Monster fault, reflecting the changing kinematics associated with this
period of motion.

Because there is no direct age constrain on the Green Monster system, an alternative scenario
that fits the data is that the Green Monster thrust and the Key-Monster thrust are part of the same
younger thrust system, and it is the sub-Green Monster that is the oldest structure. In this
scenario, the early history is indistinguishable, other than the absences of the Green Monster
thrust. That is, the sub-Green Monster forms in association with a blind, NS trending fold-thrust
system and this thrust is followed by the Keystone and Contact systems. Either during or
following the thrusting on these faults the system experienced a change in kinematics,
reactivating the Keystone thrust as the Key-Monster and linking up to an out-of-sequence thrust,
the Green Monster, with an accommodation zone between them, the Ironside fault.
Another alternative is the Green Monster/Sub Green Monster and Key-Monster formed
coevally. This makes for a wildly out of sequence thrust complex but lacking definite age
constraints on the Green Monster as a possibility.
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Key-Monster as a Lateral Ramp
The hypothesis that the Key-Monster is part of the Keystone system could be explained if
the Key-Monster occupied a lateral ramp of the Keystone. If true, however, the Key-Monster
would be dominantly a strike-slip fault along the lateral ramp. While a plausible explanation this
hypothesis is rejected here for reasons discussed above, and reconsidered here. Specifically, the
available kinematic data from the Key-Monster fault (Fig. 20) are incompatible with this
hypothesis and there are no east verging structures proximal to the Key-Monster thrust front.
Instead the fault carries only EW trending folds in its hanging wall and similar folds
superimposed on older folds in its footwall. Admittedly, this geometry could reflect folding
only, with minimal thrust reactivation. Nonetheless, fault reactivation in association with the
Ironside system provides a simpler explanation.
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Key-Monster Potential Correlations
Nopah Peak and Gerstley Thrusts
A key element in Pavlis et al. (2014), Guest et al. (2007) and Scheirer et al’s (2010) work
is the implied restored positions of the Nopah Peak and Gerstley thrusts, in relation to the Spring
Mountains. The Nopah Peak/Gerstley thrusts and Green Monster thrusts both appear truncated
towards the State Line fault. Whether they are genetically linked is uncertain but it is presumed
they once had longer traces and may have correlative structures on either side of the State Line
fault.
Pavlis et al.’s (2014) structural restorations place the northwest trending Nopah Peak
thrust system along strike from the southern Spring Mountains and crudely along strike from
Green Monster and Key-Monster Thrusts (Fig. 37).
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Figure 36. Adapted from Pavlis et al 2014 illustrating one of several scenarios that restores
Gerstley/Nopah Peak Thrust in line with the Green Monster and Key-Monster Thrusts.
It bears mentioning that strike slip faults such as the Stateline Fault do not necessarily
have the same displacement through their length and typically exhibit accordion like extension
along strike (Sylvester, 1988). The tips of strike slip faults like the State Line fault, which are
typically accommodation structures, experience less slip near their ends so a simple restoration
by sliding the entire structure back 30 kilometers has inherent flaws. Thus, using a single slip
marker assumes a best-case scenario and could overestimate, or underestimate the slip,
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depending on position along a fault. Since the entire length of the State Line Fault has not been
formally determined this model is possible but begs further analysis.
If it is presumed the Nopah Peak/Gerstley thrust does restore approximately in line with
Green Monster or Key-Monster, then this would explain the greater contraction that formed the
dramatic folds in the hanging wall of the Key-Monster thrust.

Figure 37. Google Earth 30 kilometer restoration of the Nopah Peak/Gerstely thrust.

Alternative Scenarios
The fault structures at Goodsprings Nevada are open to a number of interpretations due to
large and small-scale faulting and block displacements. This study focused on a relatively small
region centered on the Ironside Fault Zone and used data gathered proximal to the faults in
question. Expanding the study region a few kilometers in any directions provides additional data
and further complications. This study did not attempt to explain the Key-Monster thrust plate at
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large. Remote investigations reveals a number of north east trending fault structures that may
provide more clues for constraining slip on the Stateline Fault.
The Sultan Fault ~7.0 kilometers south of the Key-Monster thrust has a surface trace that
suggests a correlation to either of the Green Monster thrusts. This fault suggests either Green
Monster thrust correlations discussed here could be in error and require further evaluation.
Similarly distant faults such as the Nopah/Gerstley Thrust may be linked to the Sultan Fault as
well. These scenarios do not negate the above hypothesis but provide a different kinematic
explanation for the displacement of the Key-Monster Thrust.
At Lavinia Wash a series of high angle faults cut both the hanging wall and footwall of
the Key-Monster Thrust. These faults are of uncertain age and could correlate with western strike
slip faults including the Ironside Fault Zone; a hypothesis that could be tested with extensive
slickenside analyses along these fault systems, attempts to date the structures, or both.
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Conclusion
This study presets evidence for a new interpretation of the thrust faults in the
Goodsprings, NV area. Key findings and interpretations include:
1.   The Keystone thrust is roughly dated to between 98-103 Ma in the northern Spring
Mountains where it has the more clear surface trace, whereas the Key-Monster thrust is
demonstrably younger than 98 Ma, consistent with the hypothesis that the Key Monster
and Keystone thrusts are not necessarily equated.
2.   Structures on the hanging wall of the fault generally mapped as the Keystone thrust
change along strike from east verging to north verging at Keystone Wash.
3.   Structures in the Bird Springs footwall of the Keystone and Key-Monster thrusts change
along strike due to superposition of two generations of folds, an older NS generation and
younger EW generation.
4.   Sub-surface data indicate shallow level north verging thrust structures. While not
conclusive these data suggests a different subsurface geometry thrust than the Keystone
Thrust being present at this region.
5.   Ironside fault zone is interpreted as having predominantly a dextral displacement of
Devonian Sultan Group with very little scissoring effect nor expansion normal to the
trend of the fault.
6.   The Ironside fault zone is better explained as a tipping out zone rather than a scissoring
zone for the Keystone. It may also be a tear zone as is evidenced with the Keystone thrust
mapped in the northern Spring Mountains (Axen, 1984). There does not appear to be
enough accommodation for the drastic change in geometry between the Keystone and
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Key-Monster Thrusts. There should be contraction north of Keystone Wash and
extensional to the south to explain a bend of one structure or lateral ramp geometry.
7.   The thrust complexes at Goodsprings and the southern Spring Mountains in general lie
towards the southern extreme of the Sevier Thrust belt and the merging of a number of
other large geologic features such as 1) being proximal to the edge of the miogeocline, 2)
proximal to trans tensional regimes of south eastern California 3) southern extreme of the
Basin and Range province, 4) post 99Ma structures have to be latest Cretaceous or
Cenozoic, possibly Laramide age structures distinct from Sevier compressional events.
This study uncovered a variety of data and combined with modern mapping and analysis
techniques presents alternative interpretations. By expanding upon this study a more refined
analysis can be achieved. Suggestions for further study:
1.   Analysis of raw seismic data to define deeper structure related to the thrust systems.
2.   Fine scale structural mapping and analysis of the northern Green Monster and Sub Green
Monster thrusts may provide clear evidence of the alternative thrusts having an effect of
the thrust faults at Goodsprings.
3.   Fine scale structural mapping and analysis of the Key-Monster thrust plate. The region
due south of the Key-Monster thrust has numerous structural features that may have more
or less influence on the Key-Monster thrust.
4.   Fine scale structural mapping of the Ironside fault zone. More data should be gathered to
more accurately determine the role of the Ironside fault Zone.
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Appendix 1: History Of Geologic Studies At Goodsprings
Initial interest in the Goodsprings region was fueled by mining concerns. The region is
peppered with numerous active and inactive lead, silver, copper, zinc, gold, and silver mines.
The earliest geologic observation in the Goodsprings region was by G. K. Gilbert, geologist for
the Wheeler Expedition of 1871-1872. Gilbert made basic descriptions of the structures and
stratigraphy.
In 1914 during a survey J. M. Hill was the first to make observations of the geometry of
what would later become the Keystone Thrust (Hill, 1916). Hill’s report was the first to describe
the idea of thrust faulting in the regions, taking note of compressive kinematics.
The first in depth study that includes highly accurate maps was conducted by
D. F. Hewett in 1931 and again in 1956. Hewett’s work gave names to much of the stratigraphy
throughout the southwest. Hewett’s maps compare favorably with modern examples and georeference almost perfectly on GIS applications.
A number of minor papers dealing with mining and mine specifics were written in
subsequent years but it was not until the 1970’s that Burchfiel revisited the structural and overall
large scale geology of the Spring Mountains region in general. Burchfiel and later with Davis
had the advantage of using plate tectonic theories to explain the kinematics of the region. Studies
of thrust faults were being formalized in the late 1970’s adding to a comprehensive modern
understanding of how the Spring Mountain thrust complex fits in with the overall western USA
cordilleran thrust belt theories.
A series of papers dealing with the northern Spring Mountains was published between
1973 and 1984, notably Davis (1973), Burchfiel et al., (1974), and Axen 1984. Davis focused
and refined the thrust fault geometries and histories of the northern Spring Mountains as did
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Axen who also suggested Lavinia Wash Sequence had similarities with facies of the Brownstone
Basin in the northern Spring Mountains.
The most specific and in depth work on the Goodsprings area and Lavinia Wash
specifically was published by Carr circa 1980-1987. Carr’s mapping of 1987 is still the standard,
which this study is strongly influenced. Carr ascribed the informal name of Lavinia Wash
Sequence (Fleck and Carr, 1990).
Burchfiel again visited the region in 1997 making important interpretations of the
sequence of thrusting in the northern Spring Mountains that applies to the Goodsprings region as
well.
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Appendix 2: Rock Unit Descriptions
(Presented oldest to youngest)

Autochthonous Rocks
The structural block regarded here to be Proterozoic autochthonous or parautochthonous
may be exposed ~10km east of Goodsprings at Sheep Mountain but studies to determine this
have not yielded clear results. The autocthonon of crystalline basement rocks is obscured by
structural complications and alluvial fill in the Goodsprings and northern Ivanpah Valleys. Any
exact correlation is inexact. (Carr, 1983)
The nearest out crop of what can be considered crystalline basement is along the
McCullough Range about 40 kilometers south east of Goodsprings. It is mapped as Proterozoic
metamorphic (Xm) rocks containing marble, granite, pyroxenite, hornblende, migmatite,
pegmatite, and amphibolite. (NVGS Map) This is an extensive block that has out crops in
increasing frequency towards Lake Mead, NV. Due east of Goodsprings the range is overlain
with tertiary volcanic deposits and it can be assumes the basement not far below.
The structure of the parautochthonous rocks east of Goodsprings Valley towards the
Sheep Mountains and McCullough Range is dominated by the system of north verging folds,
south-dipping reverse faults, and northeast-striking high-angle fault (Carr, 1983). These folds
and faults, which occur immediately east and north of the trace of the Keystone thrust, are
apparently related to the Keystone thrusting event.
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Goodsprings Dolomite
Earlier papers defined the basal units of the thrust faults at Goodsprings as Goodsprings
Dolomite and dived this into four discrete formations, Dc1, Dc2, Dc3 and Dc4. Modern
interpretations correlate these formations with known wider spread formations; Bonanza King
Formation and older Papoose Lake Member of Bonanza King and Nopah Formation and older
Dunderburg Shale member of the Nopah Formation.

Papoose Lake Member of the Bonanza King (Cpl)
A middle Cambrian homogeneous, up to 90 meters thick, massive to thick-bedded, dark
gray, fine to coarse grained crystalline limestone mottled with lighter gray, dolomite. Found only
in small sections of the Green Monster thrust plate.

Bonanza King Formation (Cbk)
An upper and Middle Cambrian has at thickness of 645 meters in the Green Monster
Thrust plate. Two distinct halves are defined: an upper light gray non fossiliferous, well bedded
to laminated dolomite, which is variously mottled or banded, containing sparse chert nodules. A
lower unit this is darker gray, mottled, massive to thickly bedded, cliff-forming dolomite units
that are inter bedded with less resistant light to dark gray banded dolomite. Contains abundant
chert nodules in select layers. Cbk is the most common unit contacting the Bird Springs
limestone. Cbk correlates directly with the Banded Mountain Member of the Formation.
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Dunderburg Shale Member of the Nopah Formation (Cds)
An Upper Cambrian brownish semi-ridge to slope forming silty laminated dolomite. Notable
local layers of fossil hash, rip-up clasts, and oncoids are common and aid in the identification of
this unit. It is found as a ~15 to 37 meter, ribbon like on map view, throughout the study area
making it an important marker bed for tectonic reconstruction.

Nopah Formation (Cn)
The youngest upper most unit, is Cambrian to Devonian 300 to 470 meters thick dolomite
in the thrust plates. It is whitish yellow and light brown with faint blue and pink streaks medium
to upper coarse crystalline rock. In the Keystone Wash area it is a ridge forming massive or
poorly bedded. It exhibits a medium reaction to Hcl with grinding of surface. Two beds of
orthoquatzite ~ 2 meters thick occur 44 meters and 225 meters above Dunderburg Shale in the
Green Monster thrust plate.

Sultan Limestone (Ds)
Sultan limestone, named for the Sultan Mine by Hewitt, is the most tectonically affected
formation in the region. Its presence on both the Green Monster and Keystone thrust plate
boundaries and heavily bisected nature at the Ironside Fault Zone make it imperative to
understand often subtle differences among the members to restore the Ironside fault zone. While
very similar in appearance, mostly light to dark grays and browns with limestone layers, unique
faunal species and distinct deposits in each member allows the differentiation of the units and
provides a means to measure and understand the displacement along the faults. The Ironside and
Crystal Pass Members consist of very distinctive rock types whereas the Valentine Member is a
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mixture of rock types and is transitional between the other two members. Secondary
dolomitization is found in much of the Valentine and Crystal Pass Members. (Axen, 1980)
Sultan limestone lies unconformably atop the Goodsprings dolomite group through out the
region. It is found less well defined in the Nopah range and is synchronous to the Temple Butte
Limestone in the Grand Canyon Arizona but genetically unrelated. It is found along a 75
kilometer north-south strike line roughly centered on the Keystone thrust complex from the
Spring Mountains in Nevada to the Clark Mountains in California.
In the Oro Amigo to Keystone Wash vicinity, as elsewhere in Clark County. Nevada, the
Sultan limestone is defined as three units from oldest to youngest, a. Ironside member, b.
Valentine Member, c. Crystal Pass Member. A forth member is found only in the Nopah Range
and of no consequence in this study. Of the three the Valentine is the thickest and most wide
spread in the Goodsprings district. The Sultan limestone group ranges from 49m at Sheep Mts.
~20 kilometers east of the study region to over 200 meters at Lucky Strike Canyon ~50+
kilometers north. Proximal to the study area the Sultan thickens westward from the Green
Monster and Keystone thrust plates.
Local to the study area the Sultan was deposited as near shore lagoonal patch reef with
clasitc sources coming from the west and east. Once the members have been accurately
identified and mapped the Sultan provides the clearest path to reconstructing the faults. In the
study region it is restricted to the east and west flanks of the fault propagation fold of the Sub
Green Monster thrust, almost the entire Ironside fault Zone and broad expanse that tappers from
~3 km along the Wilson pass road and tapers out into a heavily bisected section south of Lavinia
Wash 5 km to the east.
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Ironside Member (Dsi)
The basal unit of the Sultan Group is the Devonian Mid-Givetian (~392-385mya) the
Ironside Member. The Ironside Member is a ledge forming crystalline dolomite. It is dark grey to
brownish with lighter mottled gray found in poorly to massive bedded units. Brown chert
nodules and stromatoporid fossils through out the unit and region are indicator facies of the
Ironside member. Along the strike from the Green Monster through Keystone Wash the Ironside
member is exposed as resistant scarps and a series of poorly defined beds. The base of unit is a
dolomitic bed that is conspicuously un-fossiliferous and cross-laminated resting as a minor
unconformity atop the Goodsprings Dolomite.
Throughout the Goodsprings district the Ironside varies from 11to 35 meters thick but
along the Green Monster thrust and Keystone wash a relatively consistent 18 meters thick.
At Keystone Wash the Ironside member is the most varied fossiliferous of the Sultan limestone
units. Composed mostly of shallow marine shelf mud trapping corals and stromatolitic mounds
as well as abundant sponges. Faunal species include stromatoporids, rugose and tabulate corals,
spiriferida brachiopods gastropods and minor evidence of crinoid hash. The fossil assemblage
indicates a purely marine origin. Similar fossils are observed in the Bird Spring Formation so
care must be taken in determining one from another (Bird Spring is limestone throughout).
From the Green Monster thrust region to the Oro Amigo district and along the Keystone
wash the Ironside member is expressed as a consistent 18 meter thick ribbon of bedding and
provides a major indicator structure that can be traced confidently through the district.
Reconstructing the Ironside member will be a major player in determining the tectonic history of
the Ironside fault zone.
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Valentine Member (Dsv)
Devonian Late Givetian through Frisian (385-375mya) the Valentine member is the
thickest and most diverse unit with distinct limestone and dolomite packages. In map view it
takes up most of the real estate of the Oro Amigo Mine district. More dolomitic at the base
grading to limestone towards the top of the unit it is generally conformable with the Ironside
member. The dolomitic sections are dominated by massive or thick bedded, gray, fine crystalline
dolomite with small nodules, veins, or laminations of a coarser white dolomite. Regular bedding
and locally silt and sand stone units laminations occur throughout in isolated packages. Sections
contain chert nodules are similar to the Ironside member. Layers of light colored limestone are
abundant. Fossil evidence is more homogenous than Ironside member mostly composed of local
stromatoporid bio herms that occur throughout the Valentine with the exception of the finegrained limestone beds.
The lithology of the Valentines suggests deposition during periods of fluctuating sea
levels. Stromatolitic facies are interspersed with supra tidal dolomite and clastic deposits that
were frequently sub aerially exposed. Sandstone packages, quartz arenite, suggest clasitc sources
to the east and west and a restricted marine environment with extended periods of sub aerial
exposure. Highly petroliferous when struck with geologist pick.

Crystal Pass (Dsc)
The Devonian mid to late Frasnian (385-375mya) Crystal Pass Member is a light gray,
finely crystalline, porcelain like limestone rests conformably atop the Valentine member.
Regularly or poorly bedded. Beds commonly contain internal laminations that are unfossiliferous. The basal contact is gradational with the Valentine member. Important stratigraphic
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trace marker it is expressed as a 10-20 meter thick ribbon along the Green Monster thrust but in
the Iron Side fault zone and more broadly exposed. The Monte Cristo Limestone in the Green
Monster region caps it unconformably. Monte Cristo Limestone is absent from the Oro Amigo
Mine district. Thickness ranges from 23 to 57 meters in the thrust plates.
The Crystal pass was deposited under hyper-saline conditions and almost entirely void of fossil
evidence.

Monte Cristo Limestone (Mmc)
Mississippian Monte Cristo Limestone is almost completely undifferentiated but divided
into three members Yellow Pine and Arrowhead limestone Members (Mmya), Bullion Dolomite
Member (Mmb) and Anchor and Dawn limestone Members (Mmad). It is found in increasing
percentages towards the west in the hanging wall of the Green Monster and Sub Green Monster
thrusts and appears to be eroded off the Sultan in the Iron Side Fault Zone towards the Keystone.

Anchor and Dawn Limestone Members (Mmad)
Upper Anchor unit is a darker gray, poorly to regularly bedded, fine grained limestone.
Thickness 30 to 96 meters in thrust plates. Most remarkably containing abundant chert nodules,
up to 50% of the unit. Commonly altered to fine crystalline dolomite. The lower Dawn
Limestone Member is an approximately 17 to 50 meters thick similar limestone with an absence
of chert nodules.
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Bullion Dolomite Member (Mmb)
Homogeneous, massive or poorly bedded, light gray dolomite. Thickness ranges from 91
to 152 meters thick in the thrust plates. Chert nodules and scant coral are found in the upper 30
meters of the unit.

Yellow Pine and Arrowhead Limestone Members (Mmya)
A thick-bedded, fine-grained gray limestone locally altered to coarse-grained white
dolomite in the lower part of unit. Thickness ranges from 25 to 30 meters in the thrust plates.
Fossiliferous with rugose and tabulate corals common through out. The associated Arrowhead
limestone is found in a basal layer 2m to 4m thick of thin-bedded, gray fine-grained limestone
with notable orange silt laminations.

Bird Spring Formation (PMbs)
Lower Permian To Upper Mississippian Bird Spring Limestone is the most widespread of
the formations at the Goodsprings district. It is found in the footwalls of both the Green Monster
and Keystone thrusts. Most estimates of its thickness are approximately 1800+ meters thick.
Some estimates only 760 meters near Goodsprings (Hewett, 1931; Axen, 1980). It is very
fossiliferous dark to medium gray limestone, containing abundant rugose coral bio herms with
brachiopod hash and foraminifera (fusillinoid) observed. Actual lithology varies from ~70%
limestone with minor instances of dolomite, sand stone and shale. Chert nodules are common
through the formation. Unconformably overlies the Monte Cristo Limestone. The Bird Spring
Formation often expresses as cliff and bench type topography.
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Bird Springs Formations records much of the structural deformations in the Goodsprings district.
A series of folds in the immediate vicinity of the Keystone thrust along Wilson pass road record
northern and eastern verging of thrusts. To the west folds are recoded in the footwall of the
Green Monster and Sub Green Monster thrusts. Several Mesozoic granite porphyries intrude
Bird Spring. Some units contain yellow-gray silty sandstone and brown shale inter-beds.
Limestone-clast conglomerate and carbonate sandstone beds were observed. Chert nodules are
common throughout the formation. The lower 15 m is recorded to have a series of mediumgrained, well-bedded, yellowish gray-weathering silty sandstone with brown shale interbeds.

Lavinia Wash Sequence (KJlw)
An enigmatic formation, or informal sequence, Lavinia Wash Sequence is non-marine
sedimentary foreland-basin deposits. It appears in the hanging wall of the Contact Thrust and
footwall of the Keystone (Key-Monster?) thrust and other minor thrusts in Lavinia Wash area.
This juxtaposition suggests a syntectonic emplacement. The Lavinia Wash sequence rests as an
angular unconformity atop the Chile and Moenkopi formations. Other possible instances have
been noted further north in Brown Basin (Axen…) but these have not been corroborated nor
have any bearing on this study.
Observed instances as mapped by Carr are a conglomerate of angular to sub angular
pebble to cobble with some boulders clast supported conglomerate. Distinct layers up to 1 meter
thick and most < .5 meter thick exhibit channeling. Integrity of the beds varies from very
consolidated and tough to loosely weathered out. Clasts are mostly gray to bluish limestone and
dolomites with minor instances of arkosic sand stones and red mudstones. Small < 1 centimeter
volcanic clasts are noted.
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Several very clear outcrops highly accessible along roads near the town of Goodsprings
have the exact description as above but are mapped as Qoa, Quaternary older alluvium by both
Carr and Hewitt. These instances are the most cohesive of the outcrops and the surfaces are of
sheared cobbles. More boulders are found in these. I can find no compelling reason without in
depth analysis to not classify these deposits as Lavinia Wash Sequence and have mapped them
accordingly and added kinematic readings to my data.
The Lavinia Wash sequence as interpreted by Carr [1980] is a synorgenic foreland-basin
deposit, shed from the Contact thrust plate during thrust movement, and subsequently overridden
by both the Contact and Keystone thrust plates. The deposit contains clasts derived both from a
nearby volcanic source terrain and from the local thrust plates themselves. The age of the Lavinia
Wash sequence was interpreted by Carr [1980] as Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous (?) on the
basis of a conventional K-Ar age of 154±10 Ma. Refinement by Fleck and Carr in 1990 lowered
the age to ~100 ma.
The stratigraphic significance of the Lavinia Wash sequence should also be reemphasized. Because no complete section was present, the sequence was not given a formal
name. None the less, the Lavinia sequence is one of the most important stratigraphic units in the
area because, a. it provides valuable information regarding the timing of thrusting in the area, b.
it documents the proximity of Late Jurassic volcanic activity. c. It places interesting constraints
on the style of thrusting in the district, and d. it provides an upper limit on the age of the Aztec
sandstone.
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Granite Porphyry (TKgp)
Granite intrusions at the Goodsprings district, termed granite porphyry by Hewett (1931),
occur as sills, dikes, and small stocks, the largest of which is the Yellow Pine sill. Several
intrusions occur near the study region along the Keystone Wash, Chiquita Mine being the
closest, where they intrude Goodsprings dolomite. Intrusions at Yellow Horse open pit mine
straddle the leading edge of the Keystone thrust cutting through both the hanging and footwalls.
These intrusions vary from a mostly feldspar to a feldspar quartz biotite variety. All intrusions
are hydrothermally altered to some degree, resulting in light orange brown to yellow color.
206

Pb/238U and 40Ar/39Ar ages agree on ~220ma; Late Triassic at the Chiquita Mine. (Vikre et al.,

2011)

Quaternary Surface Deposits (Qal and Qoa)
A variety of consolidated and unconsolidated mostly limestone dolomite derived gravels
and conglomerates are found throughout the Goodsprings district. As mentioned above the
consolidated of Carr’s mapping bears very close resemblance to Lavinia Wash Sequence and on
the basis of lithological and kinematic evidence I have mapped these as Lavinia Wash Sequence.
Several landslide blocks of uncertain date are found as well. Such deposits play little to no role in
this study.
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Appendix 3
Digital Mapping
One of my goals for this study was to use digital mapping software and hardware.
Previous geologic mappings experience was entirely paper based.
This project was completed with the assistance of Midland Valley Exploration Ltd.
Software, Move 2014 and 2015 on an Apple MacBook Pro and iMac and Field Move Clino on
an Apple iPhone 5s and 6 and iPad 2. My study consisted of ~22 days in the field with several ~5
day excursions and several more shorter studies in a 16 month span. I switched hardware and
software mid study.
Field Move Clino and the iPhone provided very accurate results that despite my
occasional errors in handling of the data were accurate in geometry. Field Move Clino on an
iPhone proved simple to calibrate and consistent in recording data. Each field session began by
calibrating the iPhone with a Brunton transit. The iPhone was more accurate the farther away
from the Brunton due to the magnetic field of the compass.
Move proved a more than able software for my project offering options beyond what
were needed for analyzing my data.
The greatest challenge for me was of a mindset geared towards paper mapping adapting
to a digital workflow. In paper mapping if one gets confused, makes an unexpected discovery or
makes mistakes one may quickly erase or make copious notes to document the situation. Digital
mapping, with Move suite of software, demands meticulous pre-field study entry of data, project
set up and field entry of data. Field changes, intentional or accidental may cause issues not
evident until much farther along in the workflow if the field worker is not cognizant of certain
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issues. The Move and Field Move Clino suite of software in particular is unforgiving in errors of
input or set up. This is not a problem with the software as much as the user must follow strict
protocol.
Digital mapping’s virtue is also its downfall. The ability to quickly gather copious
amounts of data can be beguiling and the geologist takes for granted settings and procedures that
are imperative for accurate data gathering. Certain lines of data can gathered very quickly by
hiking along with device in hand taking readings every 10 meters of so along a bedding plane.
The tendency to speed up and not double check all the settings proved troublesome in several
instances.
Geo-referencing data or as Field Move Clino terms “tracking” is easily turned on and off.
If turned off the device will default to last the strong signal and geo-reference the data to that
location that may be miles away. This feature is easily turned on and off but can cause errors if
the fieldworker does not recognize this has happened. This will not be apparent until consulting
the map view. I found it imperative to stop every ~15 minutes and review the data in map view
and take analogue readings with Brunton and paper map. The tendency to get lazy in the
approach can cause issues. I learned from experience.
The key to a successful field study is in the set up of the project on both hand held and
desktop devices before fieldwork begins. Field Move Clino has the ability to export data to Move
but not import data from Move. With this in mind I discovered that the set up of the project
should be done in Field Move Clino and not changed during the study. It may be set up in both
softwares but any differences may cause issues. Even small differences such as color
designations will be interpreted in a way not expected as one progresses in digital analysis in
Move. Several minor changes I made in the field caused issues that were not apparent until later
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in the analysis of the data. I found color designation that worked on the desktop made for
difficult viewing in the field so I changed the color in Field Move Clino. Upon importing to
Move, Move recognized as these as separate formations. As a result I ended up with duplicate
attributes for the same formation data. This seems like a small matter but I was never able to
successfully combine the data sets automatically and had to duplicate the files and input by hand.
Essentially negating any advantage to digital data gathering.
Move uses certain protocols to arrange data that may be counter intuitive to the geologist.
In entry of my formations several had no exact numerical date being designated for instance,
Devonian. I place the age for each formation to the top of the Devonian, 319Ma, and arranged
the table in the proper sequence. Move took note of the same age and defaulted to an alphabetical
stacking. This proved frustrating in creating cross sections and attempting 3D analysis as the
formations were out of stacking sequence because it was not apparent this was the underlying
problem. I would consult the menus and the formation would be in the proper order I placed
them but in automatic implementation such as graphically drawing horizons in cross sections
Move placed them alphabetically. This mistake was not noticed until the end of the project and
combined with “creative” work-a-rounds the data became corrupted to the point of being useless
for advanced analysis. Upon adjusting numeric age data to reflect the stacking sequence the
horizons appeared in proper order.
There were a number of less impactful issues along the way that were more than likely
user error but some proven to lie with the software such as projected topography in the creation
of sections in Move.
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